PLEASE RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
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Please read this instruction manual carefully before using the
stroller. The instructions apply to both the Oscar and the Otis
models unless otherwise specified.
The stroller seat unit is suitable from newborn to 17kgs in
weight.
The carry cot is suitable from newborn to 9kgs or when the
child can sit up unaided, whichever is first.

Always follow these instructions.
Always apply the parking brake when you park the stroller.
Never leave your child unsupervised in the stroller.
Always use the safety harness when your child is in the
stroller.
Do not inflate the tyres any more than 26 PSI.
Do not use the seat for any other stroller models.
Do not use the carry cot once your child can sit up unaided.
Make sure children are clear of any moving parts when
adjusting the stroller, otherwise they may be injured.
Use the safety strap located on the handle at all times.
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The harness can form loops which may be a strangulation
hazard.
Never leave a harness connected when not fitted to a child in
the stroller.
To avoid serious injury always use the harness provided to
secure your child. Always adjust the straps to suit the size of
your child’s body. It is unsafe to use accessories other than
those supplied by Edwards & Co.
Care should be taken whilst folding and unfolding the stroller
to prevent fingers being trapped.
This stroller is suitable for one child only. Do not carry extra
children or bags on this stroller.
The parking brake must be applied when taking your child in
or out.
Do not place heavy weights on the handle of the stroller as it
will impact the stability of the frame.
We recommend you take your child out of the stroller when
ascending or descending stairs.
When installing the carry cot, seat unit or capsule in the
stroller, ensure it is locked in place before use.
Keep away from fire and extreme heat.
We do not recommend using the stroller when jogging.
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Oscar stroller frame

Otis stroller frame

Seat unit

Car seat capsule

Carry cot
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Place the frame flat on the ground with the handle facing
upwards as pictured.
Lift the black clip (as indicated
in the picture) located on the
right hand side of the frame
away from the catch clip and
pull the handle of the stroller
upwards.
The stroller will unfold and CLICK into place.

To insert the wheel, simply
insert the rod on the wheel hole
located on each wheel strut until
you hear a CLICK.

To remove the wheel, push
down the metal lever (as
pictured) and pull the wheel
outwards simultaneously.
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OSCAR 3-WHEELER MODEL
To install the wheel, insert
the wheel rod into the
frame hole as pictured until
you hear a CLICK.
To remove the wheel, push
the level located at the top
of the wheel hold inwards
(towards the stroller) as
indicated by the arrow.

OTIS 4-WHEELER MODEL
To install the wheel, insert
the wheel rod into the
frame hole as pictured until
you hear a CLICK.
To remove the wheel, twist
the release dial anticlockwise as indicated.
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OSCAR 3-WHEELER MODEL
The swivel lock is located at the
top of the handel on the right
hand side of the stroller.
To lock the wheel swivel, press
the small button located on the
outside of the lock, and
simultaneously lower the lever until you hear a CLICK. This
locks the swivel and holds the wheel in a straight position.
To free the wheel, raise the lever upwards until you hear a
CLICK.

OTIS 4-WHEELER MODEL
To lock the swivel on the
front wheels, slide the lever
downwards.
To unlock the swivel, slide
the lever upwards.
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To engage the brake, push
the red lever located on
the right hand wheel strut
downwards. This brake
locks both rear wheels.
Then release the brake, lift
the lever upwards.

To install the seat unit,
insert the locking adaptors
into the frame as pictured
and push downwards (do
not press the release
button when installing).
Warning – ensure the seat unit is locked into the stroller
frame before use.
To remove the seat unit, press the two release buttons at the
same time and lift upwards (as pictured).
Note – the seat unit can be installed in a front-facing, and a
rear-facing position.
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To install the capsule, with
the handle upright insert
the capsule locking
adaptors into the frame as
pictured and push
downwards firmly. The
capsule must be in a rearfacing position.

To lock the capsule in
place, press the two
buttons behind the
handle hinge and push
the handle forwards as
pictured.

Warning – ensure the capsule is locked into the stroller frame
before use.
To remove the capsule, press the buttons behind the handle
hinge and move the handle back in an upright position. The
capsule should lift out freely.
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To install the carry cot
insert the capsule locking
adaptors into the frame as
pictured and push
downwards firmly. The
cot must be fitted in a rear
facing position.

Warning – ensure the cot is locked into the stroller frame
before use.

To remove the carry cot, lift
the flap located at the front
of the carry cot as pictured
and lift the carry cot
upwards.
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The seat unit has three recline
positions – lie flat, recline and
seated.
To adjust the recline, squeeze
metal lever at the rear of the
seat upwards and raise or lower
the seat to the desired position.

To install the bumper bar, insert
the rods on each end of the bar
into the bumper bar retaining
bracket as pictured until you
hear a CLICK.

To remove the bar, press the release buttons located on the
underside of the bumper bar retaining bracket.

To adjust the handle height,
press the two buttons on the
inside of the handle hinge
and raise or lower as
pictured.
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To raise and lower the leg rest,
press the button on both sides
of the leg rest hinge as
pictured until you hear it CLICK
into position.

Pull the two sliding
levers just below the
handle hinge (on the
stroller frame) then
push the handle
downwards towards
the floor.

For compact folding,
fold the stroller with
the seat unit
removed or with the
seat unit facing
forwards. The
collapsed stroller
should look as
pictured.
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To fit the harness, piece together the two right hand fittings
together and CLICK into the buckle. Then piece together the
two left hand fittings together and click into the buckle.
To remove the harness, press the large button on the front of
the buckle until it releases.
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We recommend storing your stroller indoors to avoid
corrosion.
We recommend regular inspection and maintenance of
locking devices and security of essential components.
Regularly check all parts for wear and tear. Lubricate if tight.
Do not use spray lubricants.
The fabric is washable. To clean the liner we recommend
sponging with warm soapy water and a mild detergent. A mild
disinfectant may be used if desired.
Never clean with abrasive, ammonia-based, bleach-based or
spirit-based cleaners.
If the wheels become damaged or worn discontinue use and
replace.
Avoid sun exposure for long periods to prevent fading and
damage to the fabric.
Avoid submersing the product in salt water. If you do expose
it to salt water ensure you wash the frame, particularly moving
parts, in cold fresh water.

Edwards & Co strollers are manufactured and tested to
the highest durability and quality standards. By following
the care guidelines provided, your stroller will last for
many years to come.
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All Edwards & Co products are guaranteed for one year from
the date of purchase against defects in material and
workmanship.
If we determine that the product has a manufacturing fault, we
will repair or replace it free of charge to you. The decision to
repair or replace is solely at the discretion of Edwards & Co.
Our manufacturing warranty excludes claims resulting from
misuse, abnormal use, overloading, general wear and tear,
child outgrowing product, not following instructions,
transportation damage (including airline or freight damage),
poorly maintained product, dropped goods, negligence,
second-hand product, modified product, colour fading, over
inflation, mould, damage to handle foam in use or fabric cuts
and tears. Our warranty also does not cover tyre punctures or
corrosion to frames or fasteners as a result of atmospheric or
environmental conditions.
The warranty is “return to base" and not a free in-home
service. This means the customer is responsible for any
inwards freight charge to return product to an Edwards & Co
representative for warranty or service.
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Edwards & Co
PO Box 35-445
Browns Bay
Auckland 0630

Email – sales@edandcobaby.com
Phone – (09) 270 3406
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